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What is Novelty (scienfitic research) 
 

Novelty is subjective to the field.  
 
Novelty can be defined as in terms of its relationship to  
previously published results. So its important to check  
related work and compare.  
 
Novelty could be defined as “first to the best of the knowledge”
which to emphasis it by “Include a short discussion at the end 
of the introduction stating explicitly what the  
contributions of the paper are.  



The only way to get a realistic  
view about  
the novelty of your study/research 
is  
by comparing it with other  
works in the field.  



 1. Explain the Significance  
 
2. Describe the “Status Quo”  

3. Identify A “Gap”  

4. Fill That Gap With Your Present Research  

 Overview  
 



Explain the Significance  

Explain why someone would care about your  
research — your audience should be broader than
your primary target audience (if possible, why the 
general public would care).  



Describe the “Status Quo”  
Describe current or conventional practices that are 
being used by other researchers within the defined/ 
limited scope of your field (e.g., reviewing current  
practices, literature or state of affairs). 

You need to conduct an exhaustive literature search to 
find out if the topic of your research has been dealt with
previously and how. You should then compare the  
research question, methodology, and results with the  
other studies and objectively analyze if yours is better! 



Stay Up Dated 
Subscribe to the leading journals in your field so  
that you receive alerts whenever a new article is 
published.  
 
Being a member of online researcher  
communities like Academia, ResearchGate,  
etc., can also help you stay abreast of new  
developments in the field. 



Identify A “Gap”  

Show that the current practices or state of  
research (i.e. “status quo”) in your field are  
incomplete, unsatisfactory or inconclusive and  
demonstrate a need for this gap to be filled. 



Fill That Gap With Your Present Research  

Show how your current research or research proposal is
a timely, necessary, or innovative solution to effectively 
fill the existing gap. 
 
 
If you’re not sure how your research is “filling a gap”, 

it could be novel in one or more of the next ways: 



The Way to Claim Novelty 

1. A new theory or hypothesis:  
 
Explain a shortcoming in the existing theory to set up a new 
hypothesis 



2. New solution:  
 
Propose a solution to an existing problem or unresolved
controversy; you must explain the problem and why  
your solution is better than other solutions 

The Way to Claim Novelty 



3. New methodology: 
 
Critique methodology of previous studies and suggest  
improved methodology 

The Way to Claim Novelty 



4. New domain:  
 
Investigate a previously unstudied population, site,  
material, or other phenomenon 

The Way to Claim Novelty 



Example 



Subjective from Reviewers’ Angle 
Novelty is very subjective and hard to define 
 
A topic you have chose could be needed and seem novel  
to you, but not truly break the mould for different.  
For example, we need a lot of new antibiotics. If you  
proposed a new antibiotic while that item is highly needed,
would you consider the idea to be novel? NO.  
On the other hand if you proposed a way that we could  
develop a new kind of banana (barangeng?), that would  
Completely eliminate the need for antibiotics when eaten,  
this would be NOVEL. 



Best Alternative 

Come to visit with your Supervisor/Professors in  
person and ask for some topics of novel ideas and 
projects that have gotten them excited in the past. 
This way may give you a view into their  
expectations. 



Good Luck 


